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CRISIS
CAN AMERICA SURVIVE WITHOUT CHANGING COURSE?
Over 10 million mortgage ready homebuyers are going underserved in America 

Black & Brown Lives Matter
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The issues surrounding mortgage discrimination can 
be dizzying. Studies have documented everything 
from the reluctance of Black homeowners to refinance 
mortgages to the behavior of loan officers, who prefer 
to approve White homeowners over Blacks. There is 
also an increased focus on the issue of appraisal & 
refinancing discrimination.

But experts say that beyond credit scores and appraisal/
refinancing bias three things stand out as the cause of 
the disparities during the refinancing boom: 

1. The lack of Black Owned banks.
2. Bias lenders’ algorithms & practices.
3. Policymakers failing to mandate streamlined 
 refinancing programs.

This was one of many steps that help widen the wealth 
gap; as a whole, black-owned banks played a crucial 
role in urban communities.  For one, they made capital 
more accessible and approved a higher percentage of 
Black applicants.  

Today, low numbers limit their impact on communities; 
compared to white-owned banks, minority-owned 
financial institutions are more likely to rely more 
heavily on government deposits, and therefore hold 
fewer loans and more liquid assets.

As you can see, the solution to ending these disparities, 
bias, algorithms, and policies’ is to create more black-
owned banks.  This is Assetcoin’s main reason for 
existing, to end the many dissimilatory practices and 
disparities shutting out over 10 million mortgage 
ready Americans.

Helping to create more Black-Owned banks is good 
reason to invest in Assetcoin.

First, to get clarity into why we have so few black 
owned banks, we go back to the seven-year period 
between 1983 and 1989 when the number of Black 
owned banks declined 22%.  

To worsen matters, banks began to leave urban 
communities.  Since 2010, the number of banks in 
majority black-neighborhoods decreased 14.6%, with 
JPMorgan shrinking its branch footprint by 22.8% 
from 2010 to 2018, compared to a decline of just 0.2% 
in the rest of the U.S.

Despite the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve efforts in 2008 to launch the Partnership 
for Progress program to help promote and preserve 
minority-owned banks, the number of Black-owned 
banks further declined, from 48 in 2001 to 18 in 2020. 

making capital accessible & 
Approving a higher % of Black applicants.

Black-Owned Banks Are Vital

The Lack of Black-Owned Banks

Bias Lending Algorithms & Practices

In the United States, homeownership is synonymous 
with building wealth; as a whole, homeowners are 
wealthier than those who rent. 

Owning a home is often less expensive than renting 
and the wealth accumulated through a home is 
generational; meaning, children of homeowners are 
more likely to own a home than those of renters.  But 
for people of color (particularly Black Americans) 
they remain shut out of homeownership.

To understand why, we go back to the 1930s when the 
federal government encouraged lending institutions to 
deny mortgages to prospective homebuyers living in 
neighborhoods with high populations of Black people 
or immigrants.  
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This practice became known as “redlining”, a process 
used by government-sponsored Homeowners’ 
Loan Corporation who drew red lines around the 
neighborhood deeming them a hazardous credit risk.

Fast forward 30 years and the same federal government 
who encouraged the practice decides to outlaw 
redlining with the passing of the Fair Housing Act of 
1968 making it illegal to deny someone housing based 
on race or other protected categories.  

Despite the law, African Americans continue to be 
denied mortgages at higher rates than their white 
counterparts.  The cases continue to pile up; in 1988, 
the Atlanta Journal Constitution found lenders in 
Atlanta made five times (5x) as many loans to people 
living in white neighborhoods compared to those living 
in black communities – even when the applicants made 
the same amount of money.  

More than 50 years after the passage of the Fair Housing 
Act, the trend to shut out minorities continues.  We only 
highlight a few in this article, but the cases have piled 
up so much, data researchers cannot keep up.  

For instance, in 2018, one investigation uncovered 
that even with similar financial characteristics, Black 
applicants in the city of brotherly love (Philadelphia) 
were nearly 3 times (3x) as likely to be denied a 
mortgage compared to white borrowers.

Today, Banks like Wells Fargo cannot deny the fact 
that they have exited the business of serving African 
Americans.  A recent Bloomberg News report just 
revealed that the biggest bank mortgage lender in 
America rejected half of its black applicants during the 
mortgage refinancing boom.  

Take Mauise Ricard III, a customer with an elite 
credit score north of 800 had every reason to expect 
an easy ride when he decided to refinance his mortage 
on a four-bedroom brick colonial in Atlanta.  

The loan officer at the bank even told him he was 
probably eligible for a fast-track appraisal.

It didn’t take long for problems to appear. Ricard’s 
house (an investment property) is in a predominantly 
Black neighborhood, and in April, the loan officer 
emailed to say that “perhaps the area is not eligible” 
for a rapid valuation. 

By May, she was writing to say the underwriter 
had more questions; soon after, Ricard was told he 
would have to pay a higher 4.5% rate, even though 
the Federal Reserve had slashed rates to historic 
lows. Within weeks, Wells Fargo had denied his 
application. “They kept moving the needle,” Ricard 
says. “They didn’t want to move forward for whatever 
reason.”

Ricard wasn’t alone. Nationwide, only 47% of Black 
homeowners who completed a refinance application 
with Wells Fargo in 2020 were approved, compared 
with 72% of White homeowners. 

While Black applicants had lower approval rates than 
White ones at all major lenders, the data show, Wells 
Fargo had the biggest disparity and was alone in 
rejecting more Black homeowners than it accepted.

The bank’s 47% approval rate was its second lowest 
during the past decade; more importantly, the data 
also show that 27% of Black borrowers who began 
an application with Wells Fargo in 2020 withdrew it.  
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In other words, only one-third of the 17,702 Black 
homeowners who sought refinancing were successful. 
Like the industry as a whole, Wells Fargo approved 
a greater share of applications from low-income 
White homeowners than the highest-income Black 
applicants, all who had a similar approval rating. 

Helping to end bias lending practices is good reason 
to invest in Assetcoin.

No one sets out to fail and, in many cases, failure can 
be a stepping stone to success.  Over the decades, many 
black folks have overcame the many barriers, biases 
and challenges holding them back from achieving 
their dream.  

Unfortunately, many of the failures we as black 
people experience are by design, they are not stepping 
stones to success but brick walls stopping all efforts 
no matter where you turn.  Simply put, systematic 
and systemic racism is embedded deeply rooted in 
education, finance, housing, and employment.  This 
not only hurts minorities, but all Americans pay a 
price for inequality.

In 2020, Citi Global Perspectives & Solutions (GPS) 
released a report estimating the economic losses 
attributed to racial inequality in the U. S. over the last 
two decades.  According to the report, the lost GDP 
of systemic and societal racism and discrimination 
faced by Blacks over the last 20 years is $16 trillion.

WHY DO
 BLACK FOLKS 

& 
BLACK COMMUNITIES 

FAIL?

This loss includes gaps in wages, access to housing 
and higher education and investment in Black-owned 
businesses. 

“Racial inequality has always had an outsized cost, one 
that was thought to be paid only by underrepresented 
groups,” said Raymond J. McGuire, Vice Chairman of 
Citigroup and Chairman of Banking, Capital Markets 
and Advisory at Citi. “What this report underscores is 
that this tariff is levied on us all, and particularly in 
the U.S., that cost has a real and tangible impact on 
our country’s economic output”. 

The report identifies the underlying causes of the racial 
and economic gaps exacerbated by the COVID-19 
pandemic and discusses the value of closing gaps. 
Report authors prognosticate that if racial inequity 
gaps were closed today, the equivalent add to the 
U.S. economy over the next five years could be $5 
trillion of additional GDP, or an average add of 0.35 
percentage points to U.S. GDP growth per year and 
0.09 percentage points to global GDP growth per year.

The report also shines the light on the costs of racial 
inequality through objective analysis and address 
complex societal questions instead of shying away 
from difficult subject.  

Overall, Citi GPS believes we all have a responsibility 
to address current events and frame them with 
an economic lens that highlights the real costs of 
longstanding discrimination against minority groups, 
especially against Black people and particularly in the 
U.S.

We at ASSETcoin agree with the Citi GPS Report, 
Black and brown lives do matter, and it is time for 
all of us to tally up the economic loss and commit to 
bringing greater equity to those urban communities 
waiting in distress. we see ourselves as a catalyst for 
change, as a bridge and vehicle to the future. 

We believe that education, homeownership, asset 
acquisition, capital infusion, community renewal, and 
job development are necessary components to create 
generational wealth for black and brown families, 
which ultimately benefit the communities in which 
black and brown folks live and work, and America’s 
GDP.
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 Follow us on social media

“You see, the challenges we face will not be solved with one meeting in one night. It will not 
be resolved on even a Super Duper Tuesday. Change will not come if we wait for some other 
person or if we wait for some other time. We are the ones we’ve been waiting for. We are the 
change that we seek. We are the hope of those boys who have so little, who’ve been told that 
they cannot have what they dream, that they cannot be what they imagine. Yes, they can”.

— President Barack Obama

QUOTE OF THE CENTURY 
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